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Abstract: In early 2020, as a countermeasure to mitigate the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic,
governments issued limitations on the movements of their citizens, cancelling social events and
advising people to stay home. As location-based games (LBGs) have been found to influence human
movement, their role during COVID-19 deserves closer inspection. Under regular circumstances,
the very aim of these games is to motivate people to go out, explore and meet other people.
However, during COVID-19, people were advised to do the exact opposite. To study how LBG
developers and players reacted to the situation, we used the netnography research method utilizing
three types of data: (1) COVID-19 related in-game changes made by seven popular LBG developers
during March 2020; (2) social media reactions on 20 posts across three popular Pokémon GO
subreddits; and (3) the raiding activity (collaborative play) in Pokémon GO in a Finnish municipality
during February–May 2020. All observed LBGs made in-game changes due to COVID-19. The social
media reactions showed overwhelming appreciation towards these changes, and two central second
order themes arose: (1) LBGs have the ability to influence human movement during pandemics;
and (2) people should be able to self-regulate their behaviour during COVID-19 independent of LBG
influence. Surprisingly, recorded Pokémon GO player activity in Finland was more influenced by
offered in-game rewards than the COVID-19 pandemic. Our findings have implications on how
games and gamification can be used to direct human movement in situations such as COVID-19
where population-level interventions are needed.
Keywords: COVID-19; Pokémon GO; behaviour; pandemic; location-based games; hybrid-reality
games; social media; gamification

1. Introduction
Location-based games (LBGs) are multimodal mobile applications that enable, and often
encourage, users to move around physically; they have been particularly praised for activating
physically inactive individuals and providing a fun social outdoor activity [1,2]. While under normal
circumstances these definitely are positive things, during the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020, people were
advised to do the exact opposite: stay at home and keep social meetings to the minimum [3–6].
The entertainment industry reacted at large to the pandemic by offering various kinds of free services
to consumers, increasing their motivation to stay home and avoid contracting and spreading the
disease. In this context, it is particularly interesting to study the measures taken by LBG developers,
and how their players reacted and responded to the situation.
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LBGs have recently gained a lot of popularity. From the perspective of multimodal technologies,
they differ from traditional video games in that they use the player’s physical location as a form of
input that impacts the game world. The currently most popular LBG, Pokémon GO, was installed into
roughly 55 million devices in 2019 [7]. The company who created the app advertises that their LBG apps
have been cumulatively downloaded more than a billion times and that as many as 73% of Pokémon
GO players change their regular walking routes weekly because of the game [8]. These figures give an
estimate on the impact that LBGs have on human movement. The finding that LBG players change
their movement patterns due to the game has also been demonstrated in academic studies [9–11].
Playing the games has been linked to increased time spent outside walking [12,13] and outdoor activity
has been found to be one of the main reasons players play them [14,15].
As a study context in this work, we observe the reactions of LBG developers and players during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Governments globally reacted to the pandemic in the first trimester of
2020 by issuing restrictions on citizens’ movement, public gatherings and meetings [16]. In addition,
individuals were encouraged to adopt personal health measures such as voluntary self-isolation
and washing hands [4]. As LBGs are a genre of games that are typically played socially outdoors,
and people were advised or even ordered to instead stay home, a natural conflict arose. This novel
situation is unclear and unexplored in scientific literature. To address this research problem, we adapt
the netnography research methodology collecting data from three sources. Consequently, we divide
our methodology into three parts. First, we look at measures taken by LBG developers and changes
done to the games to counter the spread of the pandemic. Second, we study player responses on
social media focusing on Pokémon GO (the most popular LBG) specifically, by investigating top voted
posts and reading their comments in 20 posts across three separate subreddits. Finally, we look at
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on social play in Pokémon GO by employing data from a raid
group (1 February–12 May 2020) in a Finnish municipality.
The rest of this study is structured as follows. First, in the background, we discuss how LBGs
influence player behaviour by reviewing the extant literature and represent the study context and
related theories. We then present our research design, which is followed by the results in three
sections, one for each research question. In the Discussion section, we highlight our key findings,
raise discussion on the implications of our findings and present the limitations and future work for
this study. We end our work with conclusions.
2. Background
2.1. How Location-Based Games Influence Behaviour
Upon looking at the extant literature on behavioural consequences of playing LBGs, a few
trends can be identified. First, LBGs typically increase physical activity [2,12,13] and reduce
sedentary behaviour [17], based on some studies even permanently outside the gaming context [18].
Second, LBGs have implications on social well-being [1,19], increasing players’ altruistic behaviour and
we-intentions [20,21]. Third, playing LBGs impacts real-world movement patterns and propensity [10].
Finally, despite some reports suggesting that playing LBGs might cause players to adopt unwanted
behaviours [22,23], empirical studies on the matter have shown these reports to not stand on firm
ground [24].
While Riar et al. [21] found a correlation between engaging with cooperative game features and
altruism, this finding can also be explained by the fact that, in Ingress, players face a strong opposing
force, other human players, making cooperation necessary for individual and the team’s success [25].
Furthermore, LBG teams have been shown to impact players’ language adaption [25], proving the
impact of social influence on player behaviour. In fact, Ewell et al. argue that the main benefit of
LBGs is social-well being rather than physical exercise [1], unlike some early studies on Pokémon GO
suggested [13]. Based on these findings, it is evident that social identity [26] plays a role in determining
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players’ actions in addition to individual goals, and understanding the impact of social influence [27]
will result in a more complete understanding of how players react to global pandemics.
The extant literature on behavioural consequences of LBGs is summarized in Table 1.
While information systems journal publications favor including defined theoretical frameworks,
many of the studies are published in other journals, for example medical journals, which do not
emphasize theory to an equal degree. Another noticeable phenomenon is the over-representation of
Pokémon GO among the observed games. While this can hurt the generalizability of the results to
cover all LBGs, it does make comparing studies together easier as the studied game-context is the
same in nearly all cases. Finally, while the behavioural consequences of LBGs have been studied
as such, behavioural changes due to unprecedented online or offline events is yet to be explored.
The COVID-19 pandemic offers us an opportunity to study this and gain insight into understanding
human behaviour in this context.
Table 1. Summary of the extant literature on how location-based games influence behaviour.
Author(s)

Game(s)

Sample

Theory

Alomar
et al. [24]

Pokémon GO

3492

No overarching
theory

Findings
Playing Pokémon GO does not cause players
to permanently adopt unwanted behaviours
outside the game context.

Barkley
et al. [17]

Pokémon GO

358

No overarching
theory

Pokémon GO encourages going outside and
decreases sedentary behaviour.

Colley
et al. [10]

Pokémon GO

375

No overarching
theory

Pokémon GO reinforces existing geographical
biases and influences player movement patterns.
The game can cause players to permanently
change commute routes.

Harris [18]

Beat the Street

1567

No overarching
theory

Gamification-based health behaviour interventions
can have lasting effects with a significant portion
of participants maintaining physically active lifestyle
even two years after the intervention period is over.

Laato
et al. [25]

Pokemon GO
Ingress

178

Social identity
theory

Pokémon GO and Ingress impact player’s attitudes
towards game slang and can cause polarized
attitudes towards players on opposing teams.

Riar
et al. [21]

Ingress

206

We-intention
Altruism

Gameplay with cooperative features can encourage
altruistic behaviour and we-intentions.

Zach
et al. [19]

Pokémon GO

405

No overarching
theory

Playing Pokémon GO increases visiting places,
improves well-being and increases physical
activity. These were linked to enjoyment which
was further linked to increased intention to
spend money on the game.

LBGs can have both positive and negative impacts on players during pandemics.
during COVID-19, in countries where moving outside was allowed, LBGs could still motivate exercise
and provide players with a healthy and fun outdoor activity that had the potential to alleviate some of
the potential psychological and physical issues, such as cyberchondria [4] or obesity [28], which may
arise from spending too much time stationary and in isolation at home. On the other hand, as LBGs
such as Pokémon GO motivate people to gather physically together [29], and increase pedestrian traffic
in large cities, there exists the danger that the games increase social contact, and thus, unintentionally
contribute to the spread of the pandemic disease. A recent study on human behaviour during
COVID-19 found perceived severity of the situation and self-efficacy were found to predict adopting
personal health measures, while response costs had a negative effect [4]. This further emphasises the
significance of LBGs’ potential to increase perceived barriers to adopt recommended health measures.
However, while LBGs may be a major part of some people’s lives, they remain only one factor among
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many that impact human behaviour. In such a complex landscape, a wide perspective is needed to
understand the situation.
2.2. Human Behaviour during Pandemics
Human behaviour during pandemics is affected by both internal and external factors. The internal
factors refer to those constituting personal protection motivation [30], while external factors in
this context refer to government enforced measures such as quarantines and other environmental
effects [31]. The external and internal factors are linked, as humans better accept governmental
restrictions in case they understand and agree with them [32]. In order to keep citizens aware of
the situation during pandemics, and allow them the benefit of information-based decision-making
and rational action, information regarding the pandemic needs to be communicated clearly [33–35].
Reducing uncertainty this way is paramount in motivating effective individual health behaviour whilst
avoiding public panic [34].
Protection–motivation theory (PMT) is perhaps the most widely used theory in explaining human
behaviour during pandemics (e.g., [36–38]). The theory decomposes individual level protection
motivation into consisting of threat appraisal and coping appraisal constructs [39]. Threat appraisal can
be further divided into perceived severity, perceived vulnerability and anxiety, while coping appraisal
is the sum of self-efficacy, response efficacy and response costs [37,39]. Studies using PMT have
shown perceived severity to be one of the key factors influencing behaviour change during pandemics,
while response cost can alleviate this impact [4,36]. In the current context of LBGs, the motivation
that the games provide to break quarantine can be conceptualized to belong under coping appraisal,
more precisely, in response costs. As players enjoy playing LBGs, they will inevitably feel they lose
something in case they are forced to quit playing due to pandemic restrictions. Following this line
of thought, the main concern about LBGs during pandemics according to PMT is that they increase
players’ perceived response costs to adapt individual health measures, and thus reduce their protection
motivation and encourage them to go out and play instead.
Besides PMT, another similar framework often used for explaining human behaviour in situations
with a looming health threat is the health belief model (HBM) [36]. While PMT is concerned about
protection motivation and postulates it to be the result of threat and coping appraisal, HBM seeks
to understand how health beliefs lead to action [40]. Both models typically share the construct of
perceived severity and susceptibility, but instead of seeing these as antecedents to protection motivation,
HBM postulates them to be at the same level with health motivation [41]. Perceived barriers, which can
be seen to be closely linked to response costs in PMT, have been shown to be the most powerful
dimension of HBM to explain human behaviour [40]. In this study, we select PMT as a theoretical
lens which we use to analyze the collected data and understand our findings over HBM primarily
because of its recent popularity [36] and because the coping appraisal constructs offer a well structured
theoretical viewpoint.
2.3. Study Context: The COVID-19 Pandemic
The SARS-CoV-2 virus, causing the COVID-19 disease, was first detected in December 2019 in the
Huabei region in China, particularly the city of Wuhan [42]. The virus has been classified as highly
infectious, with some estimates of its reproduction number being as high as 3.58 if no preventative
measures are taken [43]. With quarantines and travel bans, China was able to slow down the epidemic
trajectory of the virus [44], but during March 2020, the virus had already spread uncontrollably outside
China, which lead to the World Health Organization declaring it a global pandemic on 11 March
2020 [6].
In this study, we collect three datasets, one of them from Finnish Pokémon GO players. To this
end, a brief explanation of the context of Finland during COVID-19 is needed. Finland is a northern
European country that offered a suitable study case as at the start of the data collection period,
February 2020, the country had still only a few confirmed cases of COVID-19 and zero confirmed
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deaths caused by the illness. After mid-March, when the pandemic situation escalated globally and
the virus started spreading in Europe, the Finnish government issued the following restrictions to take
place starting from 18 March onwards:
•
•
•
•
•

Face-to-face meetings of more than 10 people are forbidden.
People over the age of 70 or belonging to a risk group should self-isolate and stay at home.
School buildings are closed and schools must move to distance education. Libraries, hobby facilities,
gyms and universities are closed as well, and most public events are cancelled.
Everyone arriving from abroad will need to immediately self-quarantine for two weeks.
Using public transportation is heavily discouraged.

Besides these restrictions, other more minor ones were issued as well. On 27 March, the Finnish
government temporarily closed Uusimaa, the area surrounding its capital city Helsinki, due to a
COVID-19 outbreak until 15 April. Furthermore, on 29 March, the Finnish government ordered
all restaurants to close their doors with the exception of allowing them to serve take-away food.
These restrictions were in place throughout April 2020 and, except for the reopening of Uusimaa,
were all still in place on 12 May 2020 when the data collection period for social LBG playing in
Finland ended.
3. Research Design
3.1. Research Questions and Overall Research Methodology
We employ the netnography research methodology [45] and collect three types of data:
(1) the measures taken by LBG developers during March 2020 when the COVID-19 pandemic was
declared; (2) how the Pokémon GO community responded to these measures by observing social
media; and (3) how the COVID-19 pandemic influenced social play frequency. The netnography
research method is a specific method of ethnography that focuses on observing human behaviour
through online channels such as social media [45]. As an ethnographic method, netnography is at
its core participant–observation research [46]. Netnography has recently grown in popularity due
to it offering practical tools for qualitative data collection and analysis, and insight for several types
of research problems [47]. The method can be used for, for example, validating prior perceptions of
status quo in various industry sectors [48], for understanding new emerging internet platforms and
their users [49], for gaining insight on player behaviour in online games [50] and for, as in our case,
understanding player community responses to in-game updates and the global pandemic situation.
Table 2 summarises the data collection sources. The three part methodology is summarized in Figure 1.
Accordingly, we formulate three research questions, one for each part of our method.
1.
2.
3.

What in-game changes did LBG developers make during the COVID-19 pandemic?
How did LBG players respond to these changes and the pandemic in social media?
Did the pandemic, governmental measures and in-game changes in Pokémon GO have an impact
on the frequency of social play?
Table 2. Summary of collected data.
Data
LBG developers’ responses
Social media reactions
Raiding frequency in a Finnish city

Quantity

Collection Period

Seven popular LBGs
20 posts and related comments
1338 raids

1 January–2 April 2020
4 March–3 April 2020
1 February–12 May 2020
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Figure 1. The research methodology summarized.

3.2. Observation of In-Game Changes
In order to answer the research question “what in-game changes did LBG developers make during
the COVID-19 pandemic?” we observed social media accounts, official websites as well as in-game
notifications of seven popular LBGs during March 2020 to identify whether the game developers took
measures to change gameplay in order to combat the COVID-19 pandemic. The following games were
selected for analysis (1) Pokémon GO; (2) Orna; (3) Ingress Prime; (4) The Walking Dead: Our World;
(5) Minecraft Earth; (6) Harry Potter: Wizards Unite; and (7) Jurassic World Alive due to them being
among the most popular LBGs [7,51]. Because of their popularity, the games were estimated to be
among those having the largest influence on players’ actions at a global scale. Each game was played
for at least 20 hours by the authors in order to get an understanding of the game mechanics, what kinds
of opportunities game designers have to influence player behavior through the games and do the
games encourage behavior that should be avoided during a global pandemic, such as socializing in
real world or travelling to new places.
The main source of information regarding the updates was the games’ official websites and
in-game news. However, social media was also followed in case we missed some news or one of
the games did not have a clear website with updates. These channels were read during March 2020
regularly by the authors, with the purpose of identifying unique news and updates specifically related
to COVID-19. In the popular case that news of the same update was posted on an official website,
as in-game news as well as on several social media channels, the official website was preferred as a
source. This was done for consistency as well as because in most cases, the social media updates linked
back to the official website.
3.3. Social Media Reactions
In order to answer the research question: “how did LBG players respond to these changes and the
pandemic in social media?”, we observed social media reactions of Pokémon GO players to the in-game
changes made to that game. To this end, the netnography observation and analysis method was used.
When applying netnography on a specific context, the online channels that is selected for analysis needs
to be (1) relevant; (2) active; (3) interactive; (4) substantial; (5) heterogeneous; and (6) data-rich [52,53].
In our case, Reddit was chosen as the platform, due to it filling the above-mentioned criteria, providing
the ability to search monthly top voted posts, seeing the number of comments on each post and being
able to classify them based on popularity and it being one of the most used social media platforms for
structured discussion [54].
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Three of the most popular LBG subreddits were chosen for the analysis. These were all Pokémon
GO specific: (1) /r/TheSilphRoad (The largest Pokémon GO fan subreddit); (2) /r/pokemongo
(Pokémon GO main subreddit); and (3) /r/pokemongospoofing (a subreddit about cheating in
Pokémon GO via falsifying GPS-location). The three subreddits were varied in scope, content, rules and
approach and thus diverse and suitable picks for the current study. Furthermore, as they all concerned
the same game, this allowed a more in-depth view of a single game and more comparable findings
across the three-part research method. A search was done on the three subreddits on 3 April 2020,
sorting by the top-voted posts from the past month. This covered all posts back to 4 March 2020, a week
before WHO declared COVID-19 a global pandemic. Among the top voted posts was structured
discussion regarding the updates made to Pokémon GO due to COVID-19, which allowed us to
investigate the players’ opinions, attitudes and viewpoints on these changes. The five posts related to
COVID-19 with most upvotes and related comments were selected for analysis, with the exception of
the largest subreddit, /r/pokemongo, where we observed the 10 most top-voted posts because it was
the largest subreddit and had the most diverse discussion on the COVID-19 topic.
Following the netnography methods [45], we read the discussion beneath the posts and made
notes of points and key themes that emerged. Then, guided by the Gioia method [55], and using
the theoretical lens of PMT [39], the comments were classified into 1st degree concepts in all three
subreddits. After obtaining the first order concepts, these were grouped together to form 2nd order
themes as guided by Gioia et al. [55]. Three constructs from PMT involved with the coping appraisal
were used as aggregate dimensions through which the qualitative analysis was viewed: (1) response
costs, (2) response-efficacy and (3) self-efficacy.
3.4. Change in Frequency of Social Play
As Pokémon GO was released in 2016 and raids were added to the game in summer 2017 [29],
in February–May 2020, the raiding propensity in the game could be considered already quite stable.
Raids are special location-based social events where a group of players meet at a specific physical
location called a gym, which typically represent landmarks or other places of significance [11].
Once they arrived at the gym, the players join forces in battling a powerful raid boss pokémon.
Should the boss be defeated by the players attending the raid, they are rewarded with items as well as
with the opportunity to capture the raid boss pokémon they just defeated. The raid boss pokémon are
typically rare or otherwise difficult to acquire, thus making raids highly appealing events for keen
pokémon hunters. Under regular circumstances raids can be considered the main social aspect in
Pokémon GO [29].
For observing whether players were playing LBGs socially during the COVID-19 pandemic,
Pokémon GO was selected as it features legendary raids that typically require a team of at least five
players or more to beat the boss. The data set was collected from the largest collaborative raid chat of
1200+ members in a major city in Finland. Participants in the chat were mostly from the particular city.
The frequency of legendary raids in the case city were recorded starting on Saturday,
1 February 2020, and ending on Tuesday, 12 May 2020. This period was selected as it marks
the time roughly 50 days before the Finnish government’s interventions on movement took place
(18 March 2020) and roughly 50 days after it. Recording the raids was accomplished by observing the
largest raid chat in a selected Finnish municipality. Each unique raid reported by a player was included,
and the number of players who had enrolled to participate in the given raid was also recorded. If this
number exceeded 10, it was marked as a raid with 10+ people. Furthermore, for each given day,
the number of unique players using the raid channel to communicate raids was recorded. It is possible
that many participants joined the raids without signing up, and that several players signed up for a
raid without actually joining the raid in person. Considering these limitations, the data could be used
as a rough estimate depicting changes in raiding activity that happened during the course of the data
collection period. Finally, to further bring meaning to this data, we invoked mobile location data from
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Google [56] and Apple [57] regarding the changes in population-level movement during COVID-19
compared to baseline, and used this data to understand and interpret our findings.
4. Results of Measures Taken by LBG Developers
Before presenting the measures taken by LBG developers to adjust their games to counter the
COVID-19 pandemic, it is important to understand the affordances (as defined by Norman [58]) that
these games have for influencing player movement and social interaction in the real world. As we
played the selected LBGs and analyzed their gameplay, we identified substantial opportunities for
the developers to influence player movement and social meetings via game mechanics. These are
summarized in Table 3. All observed games revealed new content when the player moved to new
locations in the real world. Furthermore, several games rewarded the player for walking, either by
unlocking new things (e.g., Harry Potter: Wizards Unite, Pokémon GO, Jurassic World: Alive) or by
increasing a number in a medal (Ingress Prime). Moving outside was further directed, for example,
in Orna, where capturing territories and defending them is a big part of the game. As the territories
are at fixed real-world geographical locations, travelling there is necessary for regaining control of the
area. Pokémon GO, Ingress and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite have been found to further influence
player movement by strategically located points of interest [11,59]. Finally, with regards to social play,
some of the games never encouraged face-to-face meetings (e.g., The Walking Dead: Our World and
Jurassic World: Alive) while others did it daily through several game mechanics (e.g., Pokémon GO).
In summary, all of the analysed LBGs have some game mechanics motivating players to go outside,
which can be seen as an opposing force to the COVID-19-related recommendations of the World Health
Organization as well as many local governments around the world.
Table 3. Affordances of the seven observed LBGs for influencing player movement in the real world.
Affordance
Rewards from walking

Moving reveals new content
Defending territory
Change walking route
Encourage face-to-face meetings

Games Where Present
Pokémon GO, Ingress,
Jurassic World: Alive and
Harry Potter: wizards Unite
All observed games
Ingress, Orna, Pokémon GO
All observed games
Pokémon GO, Ingress,
Harry Potter: Wizards Unite
Minecraft: Earth

4.1. Pokémon Go
Below, we have listed the key changes to adventuring, travelling and social play that Niantic,
the developer of Pokémon GO, announced to the game during March 2020. These updates are obtained
from the official Pokémon GO live update website [60]:
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 March, Niantic cancels the social Community day event and offers bonuses relating to individual
play instead such as dropping gifts from stops most frequently.
12 March, Niantic extends social raid event until 31 March.
17 March, Niantic announces the cancellation of the social event Raid Hour
19 March, a new in-game event requiring social play was announced lasting until 21 April.
23 March, Niantic announced increased daily bonuses relating to solo-play activities that do not
require social interaction.
23 March, Niantic announced they have cancelled the planned social events: Lugia Raid Week and
Raid Hour
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23 March, the walking requirement for battle league is removed.
25 March, select field research tasks that cannot be finished from home are removed.
30 March, John Hanke, the CEO of Niantic, publishes a blog post explaining the actions Pokémon
GO has taken and plans to take to combat COVID-19.
31 March, the interaction distance of gyms is doubled.

There were some mixed signals from Niantic during the COVID-19 pandemic. On 12 March,
we saw the first cancellation of a social event, the monthly community day event where players get
together, typically with family and friends, for three hours to capture as many of a highlighted pokémon
as they can. On the same day, Niantic announced that gifts would be easier to acquire from pokestops,
making it less necessary to visit pokestops (and consequently, move outside); however, at the same
time, the duration of a social raid event was extended. Then, again on 19 March, Niantic announced a
new social raid event, but on 23 March Niantic issued further bonuses on solo-play and cancelled a few
in-game social events. In addition to the above-mentioned changes, Niantic offered special bundles
of poké balls in their in game shop at a radically reduced cost of one coin (in-game currency). On 31
March, Niantic announced that the interaction range for gyms is doubled, allowing players to play
from home or while keeping distance to other players at raids. In their communication, Niantic never
mentioned the pandemic by name, but stated instead, for example that they are making efforts to allow
playing from home and allow playing while maintaining social distance, as displayed in the message
in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A screenshot taken by authors about an update issued on Pokémon GO to combat COVID-19.

4.2. Other Location-Based Games
In addition to Pokémon GO, we looked at measures taken by the developers of the six other LBGs.
These all shared similarities to the measures taken by the developer of Pokémon GO. Changes made to
the rest of the games are detailed below.
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4.2.1. Orna
Orna announced an event called It’s dangerous out there scheduled to last until 30 March where
players are advised to stay safe and are offered bonuses to an in-game activity (gauntlets) which do
not require moving around but can be played from home.
4.2.2. Ingress Prime
On 16 March, Ingress Prime announced they have cancelled four social events: (1) First,
Saturday events on 4 April are all cancelled globally; (2) All 15 Lexicon Hexathlon scheduled on 25 April
are postponed; (3) Requiem Anomaly on 9 May has been postponed; and (4) NL1331X event from 9 May
to 3 July has been postponed [61]. Then, three days later, on 19 March, Ingress Prime announced four
changes to the game Ingress itself, encouraging solo-play and providing better opportunities for remote
and stationary play. All changes were announced to be live until further notice, clearly indicating that
the changes were made to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 [62]. This earned praise from the Ingress
community on social media with comments such as Well done!, This is actually a pretty good update and
Will there be a I survived the coronavirus medal? appearing on Twitter, Facebook and Telegram.
4.2.3. The Walking Dead: Our World
On 14 March, the first news on in-game changes to allow gameplay for players in lock-down due
to the pandemic was introduced. On 17 March, the game announced more changes that aimed to
boost the feasibility of stationary play. On 23 March, the changes supporting stationary play were
reinforced and some new changes were introduced on Reddit as well as the in-game news of the
Walking Dead: Our World app. The changes included: (1) A free daily Terminus Map, which supports
stationary play; (2) every Friday a free additional pack that supports stationary play; (3) reduced prices
on items that support stationary play and online social cooperation; (4) increased duration on items
that support stationary play and online social cooperation; (5) more playing content for players that do
not move; (6) better opportunities to maintain in-game structures, requiring less travelling and less
playing. The developers further announced they will be closely monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic
and stated that another update will follow in one week on 30 March. On this date, a new bullseye
event was introduced, while keeping all the above-mentioned measures in place.
4.2.4. Minecraft Earth
Minecraft Earth was the last game of the seven analysed games to react to COVID-19. On 25 March,
the game developers announced that they are making in-game changes due to the pandemic to
“Flatten the curve”, referring to reducing the exponential spread of the COVID-19 virus. Accordingly,
adjustments were made to to allow playing from home by increasing Toppable spawn rates and
allowing the creation of adventures anywhere.
4.2.5. Harry Potter: Wizards Unite
On 12 March, the game developer announced they have postponed the community day event
scheduled for March 2020. On 13 March, the developers announced the following changes to gameplay:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tonic for Trace Detection will reveal Traces more frequently
Tonic for Trace Detection will have Master Notes effectiveness increased from 15% to 50%
Ingredients will appear on the Map more frequently, especially those needed for Tonic for
Trace Detection
Traces will appear on the Map more frequently
Spell Energy will appear on the Map
A free store bundle will be available in the Diagon Alley shop featuring 4 Tonics for Trace Detection
The amount of Gifts that can be opened each day will be increased from 10 to 20
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Moreover, on 17 March, the developers announced that Spell Energy Gifts will include increased
amounts of Spell Energy. All these changes contribute to making stationary play more fun.
On 26 March, the developers announced a new event, stressing in their post that the event has been
reworked to support playing from home. Finally, it is noteworthy that Harry Potter: Wizards Unite
contains a social play element: fortress battles. These are similar to Pokémon GO raids, where players
get together to the same physical location and challenge fortresses filled with monsters. While the
fortress-battles are social, they are not time-dependent the same way raids in Pokémon GO are, and can
be played whenever the players choose. Perhaps because of these reasons, no adjustments were found
to be made to fortress battles.
4.2.6. Jurassic World: Alive
On 21 March Ludia, the creator and maintainer of Jurassic World: Alive announced that they take
the COVID-19 pandemic seriously but will keep all their games operational and continue to monitor
the situation [63]. Simultaneously, they announced three changes to Jurassic World: Alive: (1) Adding
the Giga Scent which provides three hours of stationary gameplay daily; (2) A new in-game purchase
offer for Pile of Darts, which also is a step towards providing stationary play; and (3) Drone, ESD and
Strike Tower range increased, making stationary playing easier. The update post regarding these
changes was later updated with further information on changes made to the game to enable safer play
during the pandemic. The changes were announced to be valid until May 1st.
4.3. Summary of How LBG Developers Reacted
Out of the seven analyzed games, all made changes to their games to reduce the spreading of the
pandemic by reducing the incentives of their players to break quarantine or self-isolation. This shows
that the gaming companies are quick to react to global news and are doing their part in motivating
players to stay home. Despite the changes, however, many of the LBG still encourage going out to a
certain degree. While playing from home was made easier and more fun, none of the games completely
removed the location-based aspect of their games. Thus, a small incentive to go out and play still
remained in the observed LBGs.
5. Results on Social Media Reactions
In addition to the in-game changes, we wanted to understand players’ reactions to COVID-19 and
to changes made by the LBG developers. To this end, we looked at social media responses, in particular,
from three unique LBG-themed subreddits.
5.1. /R/Pokemongo
The /r/pokemongo subreddit was by far the largest LBG subreddit out there at the time
of data collection with 2.4 million subscribers. While the overwhelming majority of posts and
content on the subreddit are related to Pokémon GO, there is a large variance in the type of content.
The subreddit typically consists of original art works, shared news, shared stories, discussion, as well
as a considerable amount of Pokémon GO-related memes. The ten most upvoted COVID-related posts
(4 March–3 April 2020) are displayed in Table 4.
Various memes and original art were upvoted to raise awareness of the pandemic among the
Pokémon community, showing how memes and art can be used to contextualize acute real-world
problems to players. The comments related to the meme posts were typically more humorous or
sarcastic, for example, Reddit user “ShannieD” sarcastically wrote “Sometimes, in a global pandemic,
sacrifices have to be made.” (POST #3) when commenting on a new Pokémon GO feature that was
introduced to address the COVID-19 situation but which, as a trade-off, contained a hilarious bug.
The comments on artworks typically showed appreciation, however, there were also clever remarks,
for example, Reddit user “quickhakker” commented: “30% of Americans won’t catch that” (POST #5)
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undoubtedly referencing the Pokémon slogan gotta catch ’em all as well as the then estimated level of
people that will not get the COVID-19 disease in any case because of the effects of herd immunity.
Table 4. TOP 10 most upvoted COVID related posts on /r/pokemongo during 4 March–3 April 2020.
Upvotes

Type of Post

Main Content

#1 16.1k

news

#2 15.6k
#3 12.3k
#4 11.1k
#5 9.4k
#6 8.4k
#7 6.2k
#8 5.5k
#9 5.4k
#10 5.3k

meme
meme
meme
original art
discussion
original art
suggestion
suggestion
news

A 77-year old Pokémon GO player in Spain gets fined for breaking quarantine
to play Pokémon GO.
It is important to wear a face mask while playing.
The change to gym encounter distance causes a bug with rocket leaders
It is important to stay safe during the pandemic.
A pikachu wearing a face mask.
Pokémon GO is the worst kind of game people should be playing during the pandemic.
Art depicting the importance of keeping social distance while playing.
Distance trading should be allowed in Pokémon GO for the duration of the pandemic.
Capturing pokemon should reward extra balls to make playing from home easier.
Niantic makes in-game changes to reduce the incentive the game provides to go out

5.1.1. Pokémon Go Is Not a Suitable Game for the COVID-19 Situation
One of the central concepts that was seen at the level of the posts was that LBGs are not a
suitable genre of games for the COVID-19 situation where self-isolation was advised (e.g., POST #6).
Reddit user “dontcareaboutreposts” summarized the following: “The truth is that this game [Pokémon
GO] is fundamentally based on walking to achieve goals.” and continued “I’m not saying we should all stop
playing, I’m still planning on catching some good boys when I go out for groceries and stuff. However, just keep
in mind that this game isn’t designed for your lifestyle if you’re stuck at home. In order to fix that, Niantic would
have to change the game entirely, and we probably wouldn’t like it all that much.” (POST #6). The number
of upvotes (8400+) on the post indicated that several players shared these sentiments. This theme
was present throughout discussion in almost all posts. Responses such as “DO NOT BREAK YOUR
QUARANTINE PEOPLE! Stay inside, help everybody” (POST #1) as written by Reddit user “andion82”
were commonplace.
5.1.2. LBG Developers Should Be Given Time to Make In-Game Changes and Adjust to the
COVID-19 Situation
The comments on new features introduced to help the COVID-19 situation were understanding,
even though there were some who criticized the slow speed in which these changes were implemented.
Reddit user “macljack” was among the many who defended Niantic for at least attempting to change
their game to address the COVID-19 situation: “Good lord people. This is a game which from the ground up
is designed to be played outside and the developer has been working very hard to help us adjust to our current
reality. If you aren’t happy too bad they can’t fix everything and they certainly can’t make all the changes needed
so fast.” (POST #2). Other comments focused on admitting that the features Niantic introduced were
not perfect but were hopeful for the future. As an example, Reddit user “liluncookednoodle” stated:
“I think they just messed up when extending the gym radius, probably be fixed with a later update” (POST #3).
5.1.3. Do LBG Developers Have a Moral Responsibility to Avoid Encouraging Unwanted Behaviour
during COVID-19?
Some heated discussion was held on the moral responsibility of LBG developers. Reddit user
“linkkd” stated: “Now answer me: is it ok for a company to keep encouraging people to play their game that
involves going out during a pandemic? While not giving people all the resources so they can keep playing from
home?” (POST #6) to which Reddit user “Mal-De-Terre” replied: “You could... you know... not play...” (POST
#6). Outside these arguments, the player community seemed highly conscious about the temptation to
go out that Pokémon GO provides even in situations where it was forbidden by law, as displayed in
the most top voted post about a man being fined for breaking quarantine to play Pokémon GO (POST
#1), which was condemned by the player community as being irresponsible, especially considering the
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player’s old age making him belong to a high-risk category. For example, Reddit user “KeesApenvlees”
commented on the situation: “Imagine going out to play a game in one of the most infected areas of the world
when you’re 77 years old” (POST #1). There did not seem to be a clear consensus on whether LBGs should
reduce incentives to go out and play, whether people should be able to self-regulate no matter what some
games encourage and whether in fact both of these should take place.
5.2. /R/Thesilphroad
TheSilphRoad is a fan-driven subreddit that differs from /r/pokemongo in that it does not allow
the posting of memes or artwork. It can also be characterized for the meeting place of the more serious
and hardcore players. The five most upvoted COVID-19 related posts (4 March–3 April) are displayed
in Table 5. Compared to /r/pokemongo, TheSilphRoad subreddit had considerably fewer top voted
posts related to COVID-19 and much more posts strictly relating to in-game content. This can be seen
to be a consequence of the subreddit rules as well as of the players that gravitate towards the subreddit
in the first place.
Table 5. Top 5 most upvoted COVID related comments on /r/SilphRoad during 4 March–3 April 2020.
Upvotes

Type of Post

Main Content

#1 4.6k

news

#2 3.5k

news

#3 3.1k
#4 2.2k
#5 1.9k

news
news
news

The walking requirement for GO Battle League is removed, allowing players
to grind it from home
A poke ball box helping out players who cannot leave their houses to spin pokestops
for balls is made available
Field research tasks that cannot be finished from home are removed.
Niantic is working on more in-game updates to combat COVID-19.
Gifts drop more easily from gyms and pokestops reducing the incentive
to go outside.

5.2.1. Pokémon Go Has Done a Good Job Minimizing Incentives It Provides Players to
Break Quarantine
In all posts, commentators seemed widely accepting and even grateful to Niantic for the changes
made. Comments were often informative and serious, many of them strictly game-related. As an
example, comments such as “Remote Battle Requirements also lowered to Good Friends” (POST #1) by the
Reddit user “LeeDuck” were often upvoted. In addition to these informative comments, comments
praising Niantic were also often upvoted. Comments such as Reddit user “transfat97’s”: “Niantic has
honestly handled this whole situation wonderfully. I’m genuinely impressed.” (POST #1) were commonplace
and were supported further by, for example, Reddit user “exatron” who wrote: “Yeah, as much flak as
we give them, they’re doing just about everything they can here.” (POST #1).
5.2.2. Playing Should Not Be a Reason to Break Quarantine or Avoid Self-Isolation
Redditors also engaged in discussion whether COVID-19 had increased or decreased playing in
their area. A now deleted Reddit user posted the following “I’m actually playing more but my city is also
at the beginning stages of Covid.” (POST #2). Comments were also made about the option to play during
COVID-19 safely using a vehicle. For example, Reddit user “SadieSnadieSnakeyLady” wrote: “Mine
has no confirmed cases but my state has started stage 1 shut downs. My partner and I just play on the way to
places we have to go to. We’ve always been lazy car players!” (POST #2). Some players commented saying
they are in quarantine, and that they are unable to play Pokémon GO, but none showed signs of going
out because of the game. For example, Reddit user “HaklePrime” wrote “Literally in quarantine right
now awaiting labs, down to 8 Ultra Balls, no more poke coins, no more gifts, and in an extremely rural area.
This feels like the time to quit, but I don’t want to.” (POST #4).
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5.2.3. The Pokémon Go Developer Could Have Done More
Some commentators such as Reddit user “valdhir” raised concerns about the motivation LBGs
provide to break quarantine or avoid recommended health measures by stating: “I find it odd that they
still advertise giratina and timburr in raids while they are aware of the situation.” (POST #1) which was
upvoted a lot and echoed by users such as “PeterCosmos” who wrote “At least I’m not the only one
finding it weird that they postpone a few things but still advertise raid hours” (POST #1). This discussion
concerning the contradictory nature of Niantic’s actions was slightly polarizing among Reddit users,
as, when sorting the comments by “controversial”, several of these comments appeared.
Two themes arose with regard to actions that Niantic could take to combat the pandemic
situation. The one that was more popular among Reddit voters was the removal or reduction of
social features, which was supported by several commentators and posts. As an example, Reddit user
“GimmeCatScratchFever” argued for completely removing the in-game social features by posting:
“I think they should scale everything down to solo able.” (POST #1). Another way that players suggested
combatting the pandemic was to allow playing of all Pokémon GO’s features while being stationary.
For example, Reddit user “MarsNeedsFreedomToo” wrote: “Extending the range of gyms and pokestops
that are within viewing distance would help with the current situation and make it easier to get and do field
research/gift/raid from home.” (POST#3). However, these suggestions also received critique. For example,
Reddit user “smilesbuckett” wrote: “You basically want them to just enable spoofing for everyone? How do
you imagine your idea realistically playing out?” (POST #1).
5.3. /R/Pokemongospoofing
The third and final subreddit we analyzed (4 March–3 April) was the third largest LBG subreddit
that focused exclusively on one form of cheating in Pokémon GO, spoofing. Spoofing refers to
location-spoofing, that is, falsifying the geographical location of the phone with software. The subreddit
is peculiar as it consists mostly of individuals justifying their chosen form of cheating and sharing
advice and experiences with others on how to avoid getting caught. The five top voted posts concerning
COVID-19 during the indicated time period are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. TOP 5 upvoted comments on /r/pokemongospoofing.
Upvotes
483
480
458
304
276

Type of Post

Main Content

discussion
discussion
discussion
discussion
discussion

“Ironic turn of events don’t ya think Niantic?” about the COVID-19 situation.
“Spoofing is a great way to enjoy Pokemon GO while staying safe from Coronavirus”
“Imagine how dumb Niantic feels” about spoofing and COVID-19.
Title: “A note for Niantic....” about how spoofing in Pokémon GO is an excellent thing.
“It looks like Covid19 is responsible for niantic fixing their broken game”.

5.3.1. Rejoicing of LBG Developers Loss of Revenue Due to COVID-19
Compared to the previous two subreddits, the commentators on this subreddit seemed to have a
hostile attitude towards the developer Niantic, perceiving them as their enemy. Top-voted posts and
comments more often than not made fun of the game developer and rejoiced in the possibility of them
losing revenue due to the pandemic. Comments such as “Hilarious. They’re handing out free incense to
keep us home but won’t unlock suspended accounts and will probably double down on spoofers. Oh the irony!”
(POST #1) by Reddit user “skiermama” appeared often. Some users seemed more neutral, for example,
Reddit user “Dyllamo” wrote “it really sucks bro. i don’t think niantic will change their minds on people
spoofing but at least they gave us lure modules and increased wild spawn rates. i miss spoofing tho” (POST #1).
As indicated by the two quotes above, most of the content in this subreddit was about spoofing in
Pokémon GO. Hence, the hostile attitude towards the game developer might be caused by the frequent
bans players seem to be getting. This was exemplified by the Reddit user “AngeloPika” who wrote:
“Niantic made a mistake chasing down spoofers like they did. However that’s not my problem anymore. I stopped
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playing 1 month ago after my 4 accounts got 7 and/or 30 days ban. Believe me their are lots of other games and
much much cheaper. Take care everyone” (POST #1).
5.3.2. The COVID-19 Situation Disturbs Playing
Users of this subreddit were exclusively stationary/remote players to begin with, as evidenced by
the topic of the subreddit being “spoofing”, meaning the movement restrictions of COVID-19 likely
had minimal impact on their playing. Surprisingly, however, some comments indicated that even
spoofers were influenced by the COVID-19 situation. Primarily, they could not complete legendary
raids requiring the attendance of five or more players because people seemed to have stopped going
to these social mini-events. For example, Reddit user “kiymon” wrote “However, not even so it’s fun to
play legit. Not a single 5 star raid I’ve done because no ones there to play. It’s so boring that I have decided to
quit playing. Well I think for me it’s over. No spoofing, no playing.” (POST #1)
5.3.3. Playing Should Not Be a Reason to Break Quarantine or Avoid Self-Isolation
Despite the hostility towards Niantic, the subreddit contained several comments encouraging
people to stay safe, stressing that health and safety were more important than any game. For example,
the Reddit user “joinedthedarkside” commented “I just would like to say one thing and it doesn’t matter if
you’re a spoofer like me, or a legit as I once was. Be careful with Covid 19. It’s much more than a flu. Stay safe,
wear a mask, always wash your hands, don’t shake hands, avoid at any cost crowds and don’t be that jerk that
goes to the supermarket and buys all the food and toillet paper. We are all in this together despite our diferences.”
(POST #3). In addition, humor was present, as some commentators including “Mr_MustachioWhat”
joked: “Coronavirus was launched by spoofers for getting their accounts suspended” (POST #5). These kinds
of comments were received lightheartedly by other Reddit users and upvoted frequently.
5.3.4. LBG Developers Have a Responsibility to Minimize the Impacts Their Game Has on Unwanted
Pandemic Behavior
The posts also contained interesting discussion regarding cheating (spoofing) being the ethical
choice not only during the pandemic, but also outside it, as several Pokémon GO players were claimed to
be driving around with their cars causing CO2 emissions and accelerating climate change. Spoofing was
defended also specifically in the COVID-19 context. For example, the Reddit user “Anyab8383” wrote
“I enjoy playing legit when I can leave, but this is a literal public health crisis.” (POST #4) and the Reddit user
“jigu1996” wrote “Thats why we spoof. Prevention is better than cure” (POST #2). Niantic was bashed for
banning several spoofing accounts just on the verge of the pandemic, with some posts claiming that they
are actively encouraging people to not play remotely and go outside by banning spoofers. Ultimately
while approaching the problem from a different angle, these comments shared the sentiments of the
many players who commented in the other subreddits that LBG developers have a responsibility at some
level (moral or ethical) to discourage unwanted behaviour during COVID-19 if possible.
5.4. Identified Themes and Aggregate Dimensions
Bringing together the results of conducted analysis across all three subreddits, we grouped central
themes found in comments together to form 2nd order themes (see Figure 3). We have excluded from
this analysis some of the themes related to spoofing, as we decided they did not concern LBGs’ influence
on human movement, as the comments, due to cheating, viewed Pokémon GO as a non-location-based
game. Overall, based on the social media reactions, LBG developers can help with the COVID-19
situation with the measures they have taken. The two main ways they could have an impact were:
(1) reduced incentives to socialize; and (2) more options for stationary playing.
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Figure 3. The main themes of the social media analysis grouped into second order themes.

Looking at our results through the lens of PMT, they are connected to the often used coping
appraisal constructs response efficacy and response costs [39]. The motivation LBGs provide players to
go out during pandemics increases response costs, which lowers protection motivation. On the other
hand, commentators were convinced that self-isolation was the responsible thing to do, which created
tensions between LBGs influence and recommended health measures. Commentators had a strong
response efficacy with regard to self-isolation, while they experienced also strong response costs for not
being able to play. This tension leads to two 2nd order themes, which describe as solutions that players
suggested to the situation: (1) LBG developers should make changes to their games to reduce response
costs of players adopting recommended health measures to combat COVID-19; and (2) Players should
be able to self-regulate their behaviour regardless of the LBG influence.
In Figure 3, we have outlined how the 1st order concepts and 2nd order themes fit in the larger
viewpoint of PMT. LBG developers have the possibility to reduce response costs of players, which the
LBG developers did as evidenced by the observed in-game changes done due to COVID-19. On the
other hand, the other commentators stressed individual responsibility and the role of self-efficacy
in the following recommended health behaviour regardless of LBG influence. To summarize,
LBGs are concerned with the coping appraisal aspect of PMT and the three constructs of self-efficacy,
response-efficacy and response costs are needed to understand their influence.
6. Results on Observation of Social-Play during the COVID-19 Pandemic
We have now presented the results of our exploration on the measures taken by LBG developers
as well as social media responses of Pokémon GO players. To investigate whether the pandemic and
the measures taken by developers had an impact on social play frequency, we observed Pokémon GO
players’ participation in legendary raids in a Finnish municipality during 1 February–12 May 2020.
When looking at Figure 4, we see two major peaks which both correlate with in-game rewards, mainly
the availability of the legendary pokémon Darkrai in raids and its shiny form (available 6–8 March
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and again 28 April–5 May). The COVID-19 pandemic does not seem to have a significant effect on the
raiding activity, even though it might be possible that as spring arrived in the observed municipality,
the better outdoor weather had an opposing impact to the self-isolation recommendation related to
COVID-19, and increased players’ motivation to play.

Figure 4. Displaying the changes in daily number of legendary raids organized in the largest public
raid chat in a Finnish city during 1 February–12 May 2020. Each column in the figure corresponds to
20 days.

As we are concerned in particular with how government-issued restrictions impacted raiding
activity, we focus on the time period of five days before (12 March–16 March) the Finnish government’s
intervention and five days afterwards (18 March–22 March). In the time period, five days before the
limitations were issued there were 79 raids with seven containing more than 10 people, and in the time
period five days after we recorded 70 raids with eight containing more than 10 people. Both of these
numbers include a weekend; however, things such as weather and the changing in-game rewards
might have still impacted these numbers. Still, we conclude based on this data that the government’s
call to limit social meetings and banning meetings of over 10 people had no impact on raiding culture
in the case of a municipality in Finland. Finally, when observing the geographical location of the raids,
no significant change towards an increased number of rural area raids was recorded and a majority of
the raids throughout the observed time period took place near the city center.
To better understand our findings in light of the effects of COVID-19 on human mobility, we look
at the Google [56] and Apple [57] COVID-19 mobility reports. The Google data shows the current
trend between 26 March–7 May compared to baseline and the Apple data show movement data from
13 January until 12 May. Both reports showed a roughly 50% decrease in the use of public transport in
Finland due to COVID-19 in late March. The Apple data also show a 24% decrease in outdoor walking
in this time period. These changes persisted up until May where the data collection period ended,
however with a slightly increasing trend towards the baseline. Surprisingly, the Google data show that
the use of parks and recreational grounds has gone up by roughly 90% from baseline due to COVID-19
while visiting retail stores has gone down roughly 30%. This implies that people moved in general
away from busy areas into parks and possibly sub-urban areas where they live. When comparing the
population-level movement data from Google and Apple to our data, there does not seem to be any
connection. A similar change in mobility that was demonstrated in the population level could not be
seen among LBG players. This indicates that LBG play could be obsessive or seriously habituated
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behaviour that persists over real world changes, despite the games being played under the laws and
regulations of the real world. Accordingly, it shows that LBG developers have major influence over
players’ actions, and simple things such as in-game digital rewards can be used to move players
around in the real world.
7. Discussion
7.1. Key Findings
We summarize our findings for each research question as follows:
•

What in-game changes did LBG developers make due to the COVID-19 pandemic?

•

Out of the seven observed games, all introduced in-game changes to support stationary play
and to reduce the temptation the game causes to go out, explore and socialize. The first in-game
changes were reported on 12 March on Pokémon GO, with several games making even more
changes afterwards. The last game to take COVID-19 into account was Minecraft: Earth which
was updated on 25 March. Perhaps the most notable and controversial case was Pokémon GO,
which despite cancelling social events and increasing stationary gameplay via several changes,
still announced new legendary raids on 19 March at which point most of European countries and
the United States were already advising people to stay indoors and avoid social contact if possible.
How did LBG players respond to these changes and the pandemic in social media?

•

The social media thematic analysis revealed two main 2nd order themes: (1) LBG developers can
help with the on-going pandemic situation; and (2) People should self-regulate their behaviour
and it is not the LBG designers and developers responsibility to intervene. These themes were
connected to the coping appraisal construct of PMT, mainly response costs and self-efficacy,
respectively. Players also demonstrated a high response efficacy with regard to self-isolation and
were thankful that LBG developers took measures to reduce players’ response costs of adopting
the recommended health measures amidst the COVID-19 pandemic.
Did the pandemic, governmental measures and in-game changes in Pokémon GO have an impact on the
frequency of social play?
Contrary to what was expected based on the rest of the analysis, the observed raid chat indicated
that during 1 February–12 May 2020 in Finland, players’ behaviour was overwhelmingly more
impacted by the LBGs rewards than COVID-19. A focused observation of player behaviour
five days before and after the Finnish government issued restrictions on meetings showed no
difference in social play activity. These findings, while limited by the sample, indicate that LBG
developers have significant influence over their player population’s movement, which they can
manipulate with available digital raid rewards.

The individual findings of our three-part methodology can be connected together using PMT [39].
Assuming LBGs do not influence their players’ threat appraisal, we only focus on the coping appraisal.
As mentioned, coping appraisal can be divided into self-efficacy, response efficacy and response
costs [37]. The finding that players did not raid less even after government issued limitations on
social meetings can be understood by looking at the tension between the coping appraisal constructs.
In the case of response- and self-efficacy, players may feel they are generally able to socially distance
themselves from others at raids while playing, and being able to comply with the recommended one
metre distancing rule suggested by the World Health Organization [64]. As the data for social play
came from a raid log, we did not record how players positioned themselves during actual raids. It is
also possible that players valued the response costs of having to quit playing too high for them to
avoid recommended health measures, mainly self-isolation. In fact, a recent study on why people
self-isolate during COVID-19 found response costs to negatively influence self-isolation intention [4].
LBG developers managed to reduce the response costs for their players of adopting recommended
health measures via the in-game changes they made.
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Besides coping appraisal, the other part of PMT, threat appraisal, also deserves to be looked
at in our context. Even if LBGs do not influence their players’ perceived severity or susceptibility,
during COVID-19, these still played a role in players’ actions. It is possible that the players did
not yet perceive COVID-19 to be an accurate threat to them during the data collection period.
However, the population-level mobility trends of Google [56] and Apple [57] showed clear changes in
human movement; this was not shown in the data we collected. On the other hand, while the Finnish
government had issued a recommendation to avoid extra social contact, no reinforcement of this rule
was yet in place, meaning it was not illegal to go out and play. during the observed time period,
the number of active COVID-19 cases in Finland remained constantly below a thousand, contributing
to people perhaps not perceiving it as an immediate threat to them.
7.2. Implications of the Findings
Our results highlight LBG developers’ ability to influence player movement also during
pandemic situations. This has practical implications on gamification literature [65] and serious game
literature [2,66]. The social media analysis showed LBG players to experience response costs for not
being able to play, and suggested two solutions to the situation: (1) game developers could alleviate the
perceived response costs by making in-game changes; and (2) players should better self-regulate their
behaviour. With these findings, we contribute to the literature of LBGs’ ability to influence players and
specifically their movement [10,59,67]. Our findings also demonstrate how game developers seem to
be increasingly monitoring the global situation and are quick to react and adjust their gameplay to
take into account new situations. This highlights a trend where games today are updated regularly
and consequently changing and evolving constantly.
One of the questions that remains unanswered is why LBG developers were so quick to react to
COVID-19 with in-game changes. We give three possible reasons: (1) Governments issued quarantines
forbidding players to move outside, forcing LBG developers to react quickly in order to not lose
these players as customers; (2) LBG developers were genuinely concerned about people’s health
and safety; and (3) as LBGs are marketed as games for health, the developers did not want to end
up in news articles for motivating people to break quarantine (even though this still happened,
as indicated by them most upvoted post on observed subreddits). It is possible that all three reasons
were simultaneously at play, influencing different LBG developers to varying degrees. The first
point might at least have a lot of weight, as demonstrated by the on-going competition of game
developers to motivate people to stay home. In fact, several other developers and publishers of
multiplayer and single player games provided special events, prizes and offers to players during the
pandemic with the goal of encouraging people to stay indoors. For example, the Belarusian-based
company Wargaming offered 14 days of premium membership to all its players in their games World
of Tanks, World of Warships and World of Warplanes, which gives players more rewards from playing
and consequently makes playing feel more worthwhile [68]. As another example, Ubisoft provided
a number of games for free, such as Child of Light, Assassin’s Creed Odyssey, Rayman Legends,
during a limited period to encourage people to stay at home and play [69]. Additionally, 18 game
industry leaders launched the #PlayApartTogether campaign which aimed to promote the World Health
Organization’s important messages and guidelines with regard to COVID-19, thus slowing down
the spread of the virus [70]. Among these industry leaders were the companies Unity Technologies,
Activision, Blizzard, Zynga, YouTube, Riot Games and Twitch, who together have access to a significant
number of players worldwide.
The changes made to the LBGs seemed to primarily focus on the two aspects also present in the
social media analysis: (1) stationary play and (2) reduced social play. For example, Niantic wrote in
one of their updates “As we develop ways to team up in Raid Battles from home...” [60] combining both
these goals, allowing players to play from home while in quarantine but also participate in the social
activities (raids) while maintaining self-isolation. This raises the question regarding the emergence
of new gameplay norms and how COVID-19 might have permanently impacted LBG design and
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gameplay. In fact, some of the changes that were made to take COVID-19 into account are likely to
remain in the LBGs even after the pandemic situation is over. Taking Pokémon GO as an example,
remote raid passes were added to the game which are a permanent game mechanic. Another aspect is
how the COVID-19 situation might have permanently impacted player propensity. As players can
adopt new ways to play because of COVID-19, returning to the old ways might take time or not
happen at all. Studies have already begun investigating what are the possible long-term effects of
COVID-19 on, for example, small businesses [71] and trading [72]. However, we believe the impacts
on LBGs will not be as substantial, as evident by our findings that COVID-19 had minimal impact on
players’ social play in the observed municipality in Finland.
7.3. On Moral Responsibility of the Gaming Industry
According to Statista, the number of active gamers worldwide is estimated to be 2.6 billion in
2020 [73]. Upon global threats, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, the actors in the gaming industry thus
have a significant power, as well as arguably a moral responsibility, to convey important information
and use games to influence this massive group of individuals. In the case of COVID-19, this means,
for example, to cancel public events (e.g., fairs and e-sports tournaments) and to convince players
to stay indoors by offering them various incentives. The moral responsibility of LBG developers is
even greater, as their players’ actions can directly influence the development of the pandemic. It is
therefore important to discuss to what extent the developers of popular LBGs have accepted their
moral responsibility and provided sufficient measures to combat the pandemic.
Our findings suggest that a majority of the LBG developers employed various means to facilitate a
change in player behaviour towards staying indoors, but ultimately leaving a lot of responsibility to the
players. LBGs are played within the limits of government enforced laws and players should not under
any circumstances raise above them, nor should LBGs motivate breaking the law. Before the COVID-19
pandemic, the laws and rules on how to play LBGs were fairly uniform globally, but the pandemic
introduced a situation where some parts of the world went into lockdown forbidding unnecessary
outdoor activity while other areas remained open. This new challenging situation and the rapid phase
with which it was introduced to the LBG developers left little room to design careful solutions to
the problem. The social media analysis showed that LBGs can support and help individuals adopt
recommended health measures and decrease the incentives they provide to avoid self-isolation, but also
that it ultimately remains the individuals’ responsibility to abide by the law and adopt recommended
health measures. However, the question remains whether LBGs encouraged illegal or irresponsible
behaviour during COVID-19. Our findings show this was the case to a minor degree as demonstrated
by the social media analysis.
7.4. Limitations and Future Work
Our work has methodological limitations in all three parts. First, in retrieving information on
in-game changes, we used official websites when available but also social media channels. It is
possible that we still missed some updates as the search was not systematic across all games due
to varying communication methods by the different companies. Second, with regard to the social
media analysis, we used netnography [45] and the authors perceptions and knowledge of the games
and the community to evaluate the public response. As such, the analysis and understanding of the
situation was to a degree dependent on the authors’ viewpoints and experiences. The social media
search was also limited by the chosen platform, which in our case was Reddit, and, more specifically,
three Pokémon GO subreddits. Other social media channels, for example, less polarizing ones or
those open to more critique, may have given other kinds of results. Third, the social playing activity
observation had also its limitations. We looked at the most popular raid chat in a single municipality
during a time when there were no restrictions on moving outside in place. The findings might suffer
from geographical and cultural limitations, and it remains unclear whether they are representative on
a global sale. The used raid chat measured intentions to participate in raids, but not for all players.
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Thus, the data are missing a proportion of players who did not use the raid chat as well as it does not
confirm whether the reported raids took place in the end or not.
While our findings demonstrated that LBGs influence player behaviour during pandemics,
it remains unclear whether the players still playing would be going out without the motivation
provided by the LBGs. Further research is encouraged on this topic. More specifically, future work
could measure PMT constructs such as perceived severity [74], perceived vulnerability [75] as well
as game addiction [76] and deficient self-regulation [77], and look how these relate to the intention
to self-isolate during pandemics [4]. The findings of the current study could also be supplemented
by studies on human behaviour during pandemics generally, relating player behaviour to what
is considered normal and measuring whether there exists statistical differences in likelihood of
breaking quarantine for LBG players compared to others. The findings of such study could be used by
governments to understand and control human actions during pandemics. Studies could look into
how the motivations and gratifications of LBG players changed during COVID-19. One other avenue
for future work is looking at the playing locations during pandemics, which LBGs have specifically
been shown to be able to impact [10,11,59]. Despite us not finding differences in the geographical
locations of raids in the observed chat, there might exist variance in geographical location of other kind
of playing such as egg hatching. Finally, it could be explored how LBGs could gamify social isolation,
rewarding players for spending time in exclusive isolated environments.
8. Conclusions
Our findings demonstrate that LBG developers were quick to react to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Furthermore, the empirical data on raid attendance collected among Pokémon GO players in Finland
showed that players’ gameplay was impacted more by offered in-game rewards in LBGs than the
COVID-19 pandemic. While the game companies received mostly praise for the made in-game changes
in social media, there were suggestions and calls for further action. This raises ethical concerns
regarding the duty of LBG developers to minimize health risks, and whether government and health
officials should even take LBGs into account or use them to their advantage when designing health
interventions. The idea that LBGs acted to a small degree as catalysts of COVID-19 propagation is rather
paradoxical given their underlying motive of improving the health of their players. Time will show
how the pandemic will advance and future studies may reveal more information on the involvement
of LBGs in the complex equation of containment, or spreading, of the virus.
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